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Abstract 

An enhanced version of NetSim and an expanded supporting database were used to predict 
the detection and location performances of the International Seismic Monitoring System 
(ISMS) proposed in Working Paper 330 by the Ad Hoc Committee on a Nuclear Test Ban 
Treaty who supported the Conference on Disarmament in formulating the system 
monitoring requirements. The primary goals of this effort were to estimate the levels of 
performance of the proposed ISMS and to predict the enhancements in location accuracy 
as would be provided by station and regional calibrations. 

An estimate of the detection threshold indicates that the primary network alone and in its 
mature state is capable of detecting a fully coupled 1 kiloton nuclear shot contained in 
consolidated rock anywhere on the earth. Further, the best detection thresholds appear in 
central Eurasia and range from 3.25 to 3.5 magnitude units. The threshold estimates were 
based on a 3P at 99% network detection criterion. Location performance estimates 
indicated that conventional location methods using regional and station calibrations are 
capable of achieving location accuracies better than 1000 square kilometers with 90% 
confidence largely everywhere for events with magnitudes at or above the detection 
threshold of the primary network. The poorest accuracies primarily appear on islands in the 
southern oceans and in portions of Antarctica. For events having a magnitude of 4.25 the 
location accuracy exceeds 100 square kilometers in almost the entire northern hemisphere, 
over a large portion of Africa, and a small portion of South America. Better accuracies than 
these are possible at larger event magnitudes. Regional and station calibrations yield net 
reductions in the elliptical areas of uncertainty by factors better than 6.0 using conventional 
location methods. Further location improvements can be achieved through the use of the 
secondary arrivals, by the use of additional stations, and through the use of other location 
methods 
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Introduction 
Network modeling is a methodology by which to predict and assess the performance of a 
collection of monitoring stations. As a scientific-engineering-statistical discipline, network 
modeling brings insight, understanding, and integrity into processes which plan and assess 
proposed and existing monitoring networks. For modeling to have meaning and 
significance it is important that the physical and statistical aspects of the source, 
propagation, detection, location, and discrimination characteristics be appropriately 
integrated to realize useful predictions and assessments. To confirm or deny the adequacy 
of either network models or network processing methods, the predictions must eventually 
be subjected to the test of actual network observations and the actual network observations 
to the test of the predictions. Calibrating stations and regions and measuring network 
performance are the primary methods by which to realize this objective. Validated 
simulation models in a given geology permit the extension of performance estimates into 
new or aseismic areas of the globe which have a similar geology. On the basis of these 
comparative and calibrative experiences the predictive models or the real-time processing 
models and their supporting parameters may undergo modification to yield improved 
predictions and network performance, ultimately bringing light and improvements to the 
operation of networks. 

The primary goals of this modeling effort were 1) to estimate the detection and location 
capabiIities of the primary and auxiliary networks as defined in the May 28, 1996 Draft of 
a Nuclear Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty [ 11 and 2) to assess the importance of station and 
regional calibrations in improving the location capability of the combined primary and 
auxiliary networks. 

The Approach 
To address goals, the original version of NetSim [2] and its supporting environments were 
enhanced. These enhancements produced a new location methodology for NetSim based 
on more realistic physical and statistical premises. A modification was introduced to permit 
location performance estimates of one network conditioned on the detection levels of a 
another network. Improvements in the detection model assigned frequency dependent 
variances to the station noise spectra and the station (array) gain. To more appropriately 
account for the differences in regional propagation on a global basis and the contributions 
of the various regional phases, existing regional propagation models were altered to reflect 
different qualities in the propagation attributable to tectonic, stable, and very stable 
geological conditions (See below). A station noise database [3], which supports the 
modeling computations, was extended and as duplicate noise estimates became available 
noise spectra were more carefully selected on the basis of self-consistency and consistency 
with noise levels across adjacent sensor bands at the same station. A friendly versatile 
graphical interface (NetCon) was also developed to plot the performance estimates in 
numerous ways. An option to filter the graphical data was provided to smooth the irregular 
boundaries often associated with performance levels (Irregularities in the contour direction 
can adversely impact contour seeking routines). A zoom capability was also introduced for 
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closer looks at the predicted performance levels. Several options to color fill the contours 
were provided to ease the interpretation of the graphical results. 

To appropriately account for the differences in propagation on a global basis it was 
necessary to use propagation models which are region dependent. Region dependent 
propagation models were extrapolated from the Scandinavian models developed by Sereno 
[4] to all parts of the globe by using the Q variations of Lg propagation as an indicator of 
the quality of propagation of the other regional phases. This assumption may be overly 
simplistic but does permit implementing region dependent models because Lg Q is almost 
known worldwide, primarily as a result of efforts by researchers at St. Louis University 
(See, for example, [5]). The Scandinavianmodels were scaled to low (Lg Q = 900) and high 
(Lg Q = 300) attenuation regions assuming that the Scandinavian craton represented a 
medium (Lg Q=600) attenuation region.This scaling approach was used in the interim 
because fiequency dependent regional models for propagation in distinct geologies of the 
world, other than Lg, have not been addressed or when addressed have not been developed 
in a manner compatible with NetSim. 

These enhanced modeling tools were applied to predict and plot the detection and location 
performances of the networks defined in Working Paper 330 and to assess the improve- 
ments in event location induced by regional and station calibrations. When interpreting the 
resulting performance contour plots, use the color filled and labelled contours and the 
numbers appearing in the upper left of the plot to assign the contour levels. The first number 
is the lowest contour level and the second is the contour interval. The network detection 
threshold estimate was based on the 50 primary stations in their final upgraded form (See 
Figure 1 for the locations of the primary stations). The location performance estimates were 
based on observations by both the primary and auxiliary networks (The locations of the 
auxiliary stations are shown in Figure 2). The network detection criterion required that 3 or 
more stations detect P arrivals with a 99% probability. This detection criterion was 
specifically used because it admits only a 1 % probability in missed detections as opposed 
to the historical 10% value. To account for the different station noise levels, the detection 
and location performance estimates were based on the actual station spectral noise statistics 
when available. For those primary stations for which noise data were not available, noise 
statistics similar to those of the GTSN (Global Telemetered Seismic Network) stations, 
which are recognized as very low noise stations, were assigned. For those auxiliary stations 
whose noise data were not available, the noise statistics were assumed to be similar to those 
of the GTSN stations after raising them by 10 dE3 to reflect the noisier characteristics 
usually associated with the auxiliary stations. The actual gain characteristic of an array 
station was used when available. The gain characteristics of the NORESS array were 
interpolated to estimate the gain of the new regional arrays to be installed in the primary 
network. The gain of large teleseismic arrays whose characteristic was not available was 
assumed to be somewhat larger than the square root of N (no. of elements) at SP (short 
period) frequencies less than 2 Hz, the square root of N between 2 and 4 Hz, and the 
quadratic root of N (the non-coherent gain) at frequencies above 4 Hz. The location 
performance estimates were based on the location modeling parameters which reflect 
conditions before and after regional and station calibrations. The “before and after” 
modeling parameters are stated in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. 
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A Presentation of the Findings 

An estimate of the detection performance level of the primary network in its mature state 
(all the upgrades installed) is illustrated by the contour graph of Figure 3. This result shows 
that the detection threshold varies from magnitude 3.25 to below 4.25 over the globe. The 
best detection levels appear in central Eurasia where the thresholds fiom 3.25 to 3.5 and the 
poorest appear in Antarctica and on some of the islands of the southern oceans. Assuming 
that the predictions are valid, the actual network detection levels are probably lower than 
shown here since the contributions of the secondary arrivals were not included in the 
threshold estimates. On the basis of earlier studies [6] it can be stated that if three or more 
arrivals, two of which are P arrivals fiom distinct stations, are required to admit a network 
detection with 99% probability, the detection threshold can be reduced by approximately 
0.25 magnitude units. 

The contour graphs of Figures 4 and 6 portray the location performance of shallow 
contained shots having a magnitude of 4.25 everywhere and having a magnitude equal to 
the detection threshold of the primary network (See Figure 3), respectively. The location 
performances are stated in terms of location accuracy when given in square kilometers with 
90% confidence and are based on the use of the arrival time picks and bearings associated 
with the P arrivals only. Both graphs indicate that events can be located with accuracies 
better than 1000 square kilometers largely everywhere. The poorest predicted accuracies 
occur in the Antarctica and on the islands of the southern oceans. The best accuracies are 
somewhat better than 100 square kilometers and largely appear in the northern hemisphere. 
For events have a 4.25 magnitude, the areas having the best accuracies (See Figure 4) 
encompass almost all of the northern hemisphere, over a large portion of Africa, and a small 
portion of South America. Greater accuracies than these are possible at larger event 
magnitudes. For event magnitudes at the detection threshold (See Figure 3), the best 
accuracies (See Figure 6 )  occur in limited areas of the northern hemisphere. It is important 
to realize that these accuracy estimates are conservative. Improvements in the accuracy are 
possible by using the secondary arrivals in addition to the P arrivals. Additional location 
accuracy is also possible by using other location methods. 

The contour graphs of Figures 5 and 7 estimate the factors by which location uncertainty 
ellipses can be reduced in area in going from a uncalibrated state to a calibrated state for an 
event magnitude of 4.25 and for event magnitudes at the detection threshold of the primary 
network, respectively. Both results imply that improvements in location accuracy by a 
factor of 6 to 6.5 are possible.These results simply document the improvement possible 
when conventional location methods are augmented with regional and station corrections. 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be withdrawn from the above findings ... 
The primary network alone and in its mature state is capable of detecting a fully 

coupled 1 kiloton nuclear shot contained in consolidated rock anywhere on the 
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earth 
The lowest detection thresholds produced by the primary network appear in 

central Eurasia where the threshold range form 3.25 to 3.5 magnitude units 
Slightly lower thresholds (0.25 magnitude units lower) than the ones shown are 

possible when secondary arrivals are included in a network detection criterion 
requiring at least three arrivals two of which are P arrivals from distinct stations 

Conventional location methods using regional and station calibrations are 
capable of achieving location accuracies better than 1000 square kilometers with 
90% confidence largely everywhere for events having a magnitude at or above the 
detection threshold of the primary network. The poorest accuracies primarily 
appear on islands in the southern oceans and in portions of Antarctica 

For events having a magnitude of 4.25 the location accuracy exceeds 100 square 
kilometers in almost the entire northern hemisphere, over a large portion of Africa, 
and a small portion of South America. Better accuracies than these are possible at 
larger event magnitudes 

Regional and station calibrations yield net reductions in the elliptical areas of 
uncertainty by factors better than 6.0 using conventional location methods. Further 
location improvements can be achieved through the use of the secondary arrivals, 
by the use of additional stations, and through the use of other location methods 
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Figure 2. The Locations of the Auxiliary Stations in the CD Proposed ISMS 
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Table 1 : Arrival Time and Bearing Statistics Before Calibration 

Model Arrival Bearing Bearing Error* Bearing Error* 
Phase Error Error* Model Error Array Stations Simple Stations 

(set> (set> (degrees) (degrees) (degrees) 

P 2.0 0.15 6 14 20 

* Note: These errors are scaled by station S N R  

Table 2: Arrival Time and Bearing Statistics After Calibration 

Model Arrival Bearing Bearing Error* Bearing Error* 
Phase Error Error* Model Error Array Stations Simple Stations 

(set> (degrees) (degrees) (degrees) 

P 0.75 0.15 2 14 20 

* Note: These errors are scaled by station SNR 

Groph type: Threshold magnitude for detection 
Control file: cfbt-pri-3p-99.cnt Subtypo threshold ( 3.25, 0.25 ) 
Station fib: sto/dbt-pri_f.sto 

Run type: deiloc 

6'0, Dot. criterion: (p+pg)/3, 99.0% 

LONGITUDE (degrees) 

Figure 3. The Detection Threshold of the Primary Network When in Its Mature State 
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Gmph type: Are0 of uncertdnty (km%m) 
Control file: ctbt-pri+oux-4.25-rnc~cnl.cnt 
Stotion file: sto/ctbt-pri+oux-f.sto 

Run type: locotion 
Subtype: occurocy ( 100.00, 100.00 ) 
Loc. criterion: p pg, fixed, os is, 90.0% 

eo, Event size: 4.2 

LONGITUDE (degrees) 

Figure 4. The Location Accuracies in Square Kilometers with 90% Confidence for Events 
Having a Magnitude of 4.25. The Locations Were Based on Observations by both Networks 

Groph type: Are0 of uncertointy (kdkm) 
Control file: ctbt_pri+oux_4.25_mc_ucol.cnt Subtype: occumcy ( 6.00, 0.50 ) 
Stotion file: sto/ctbt-pri+oux-f.sto 

Run type: locotion 

Loc. criterion: p pg, fixed. os Is, 9O.OX Q. Event size: 4.2 

LONGITUDE (degrees) 

Figure 5. A Spatial Portrayal of the Reduction in Location Uncertainty After Calibration as 
Compared to Before Calibrations for Event Having A Magnitude of 4.25) 
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Groph type: Areo of uncertointy (km.ltrn) 
Control file: ctffl-pri+oux,loc_3p-col.cnt 
Stotion file: sto/cibt,pri+oux-f.sto 

Run type: locotion 
Subtype: occurocy ( 100.00. 700.00 ) 
Loc. miterion: p pg. fixed, os is. 90.0% 

e,, Dot. crlterion: (p+p9)/3, 99.0% 

LONGITUDE (degrees) 

Figure 6. The Predicted Location Accuracy in Square Kilometers for Events Detected at the Threshold 
of the Primary Network. The Accuracy is Based on Observations by both Networks 

Groph type: A n o  of uncertointy (km.krn) 
Control file: ct bi~pri+oux~loc~3p,uwl.cnt 
Station file: sta/ctbt-pri+oux-f.?to 

e,, Def. criterion: (p+pg)/3, 99.0% 

Run type: locotion 
Subtype: occurocy ( 5.50, 0.50 ) 
Loc. criterion: p pg. fixed, os is, 90.0% 

LONGITUDE (degrees) 

Figure 7. A Spatial Portrayal of the Reduction in Location Uncertainty After Calibration as Compared 
to Before Calibrations for Events Detected at the Threshold of the Primary Network 
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